
Climate Action NOW!
We don’t have time to waste



The Problem
Our targets are not ambitious 
enough 

We have a responsibility to 
act now! 

We must communicate the 
urgency to government 
representatives and residents



Per-capita 
emissions 2012
 

Tonnes CO2 per-capita

Australia 16.70

USA 16.15

Canada 15.30

China 6.08 
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Global Carbon Budgets

The carbon budget is the maximum cumulative CO2 emissions for a 
given probability of global temperatures remaining below a given 
temperature

We cover the remaining global carbon budgets for a 66% chance of 
staying below 1.5oC or 2oC

If global temperatures rise above 2oC we risk exceeding tipping points
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One Trillion 
Tonnes
One trillion tonnes - cap on 
the amount of carbon 
emissions 

We have already used 
more than half of this 
budget 

Time is running out

Remaining 
carbon 
budget

Coal 
reserves

Natural 
gas 
reserves

Oil and 
Liquid 
gas 
reserves
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Carbon Budget 
Spiral
Historical cumulative emissions 
from 1850 to 2015

The globe is fast reaching the 
limit for 1.5oC

We may have time to stay 
below 2oC but we must act 
NOW!

2 degrees C 
budget

1.5 degrees 
C budget
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Years for below 
1.5oC

66% chance - 5.2 years

50% chance - 8.9 years

33% chance - 16.5 

years



Years for below 
2oC

66% chance - 20.3 years

50% chance - 27.8 years

33% chance - 32.9 years



Canada - What’s Our Share?

Population - share of the world population  0.5%.  

Emissions - share of global emissions 1.6%.  

GDP - share of global GDP 2.0% 

Contraction and Convergence 

Common but Differentiated Convergence 

Fair Shares 

We have different options

GDP - Gross Domestic Production 9



Contraction - reducing 
emissions to a safe 
level  

Convergence - targets 
for individual countries 
are set so that per 
capita emissions 
converge from their 
current levels to a level 
equal for all countries 
within a given period

IC - industrialized country

ADC - advanced developing country

LDC - least developed country



Considers the 
historical responsibility 
of countries

ADC and LDC  - 
convergence starts 
from the date when 
their per capita 
emissions reach a 
threshold of the global 
average

IC - industrialized country

ADC - advanced developing country

LDC - least developed country
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Actual 
pledge 

(UNFAIR)

What support 
should be 

provided (FAIR)



Remaining Years in Canada’s 
Carbon Budgets

We use the following assumptions:

!Per-capita share - Canada 0.5% of global population

!The risk we are prepared to take (>66%)

!Temperature increase <1.5oC or 2oC
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Remaining Years in 
Canada’s Carbon 
Budgets

Canada already exceeds the 
budget for 1.5oC 

We will exceed the budget for 

! 2C before 2020

! 3C before 2035

and reach zero emissions after 
2060



Canada’s targets

These targets compare 
the targets that we 
submitted to the Paris 
convention and what 
they should be to stay 
under the budgets for 
2oC  and 3oC 



What Are Canada’s Options?

Different sharing strategies involve developed countries assisting 
developing countries to achieve a good standard of living but using 
our wealth to assist them in reducing their emissions

All of these strategies assume that the developed countries will 
reduce their emissions rapidly, much faster than currently 

Canada is likely to exceed our fair share
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We Need URGENT Action

Canada’s Paris pledge will not keep temperature 
increases below 3oC. 

It is essential that Canada increases the ambition of 
the pledge that we ratified in October 2016

Canada must be prepared to act on a war footing
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Remaining Years in 
Toronto’s Carbon 
Budgets

Budgets - adjusted for 
Toronto’s population 

If we follow Toronto’s plan 
we will exceed the budget for 
1.5C by 2020, the budget for 
2C by 2050 and emissions 
will to rise until we reach 
zero emissions by 2060



Toronto’s Targets

These targets compare 
the targets in Toronto’s 
plan with what they 
should be to stay 
under the budgets for 
1.5  and 2 degrees C 



Questions
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